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'The Future of Pemberley': Emma Tennant, the 'Classic Progression' and Literary Trespassing
Rebecca Munford
Contemporary fiction, argues Steven Connor, 'seems marked by the imperative of eternal return' so that 'telling has become compulsorily belated, inextricably bound up with retelling, in all its idioms: reworking, translation, adaptation, displacement, imitation, forgery, plagiarism, parody, pastiche'. The particular practice of rewriting culturally prominent texts, he continues, takes various forms, but it can be 'distinguished from other modes of cultural mimicry' insofar as it 'consists of a particularized and conscientious attachment to a single textual precedent, such that its departures from the original must be measured in terms of its dependence upon it'. In other words, such forms of conscientious attachment comprise what Connor terms a kind of ' fidelity-in-betrayal', whereby the rewriting compromises, without denying, the 'cultural authority of the original text'. 2 Privileging the variously subversive modes of fantasy (including the Gothic, fairy tale and science fiction) and exploiting the poetic possibilities of metafiction, Tennant's writing from the early 1970s to the early 1990s established her position as an ambivalent (if somewhat neglected) feminist commentator, concerned with themes of dislocation and dispossession and with challenging the fragile borderlines between reality and imagination. Highlighting an especial affinity with science fiction writers in the 1970s, she conceptualizes a literary project framed by notions of territory and boundary crossings.
It was only in 1972 that the way in, for me as a writer, came about. This was through reading -and meeting -science fiction writers, another 'foreign' breed, if you like, in the land of realism and gentle social comment: a breed prepared to show social criticism through fable and allegory, a strong side of SF writing -and an invaluable one for writers and readers conscious of a sense of dispossession and alienation from the mainstream of life in a rich, complacent West. 3 In the 1990s, however, Tennant moved away from the revisionist terrains of the Gothic and science fiction to enter the 'land of realism and gentle social comment' -that is, the imaginative territory of 'Austen-Land '. 4 Published between 1993 and 1996, Tennant's four Austen sequelsPemberley: A Sequel to Pride and Prejudice (1993) Sense and Sensibility (1996) and Emma in Love: Jane Austen's Emma Continued (1996) -have led to her being credited with creating a new genre, 'the classic progression'.
5 Unlike many of her previous reworkings, which reimagine traditional narratives through recontextualization, historical displacement or from a marginalized narrative perspective (strategies that can be aligned more readily with the project of revisioning conceptualized by Rich), all four of Tennant's Austen reworkings are located as sequels or narrative prolongations that seek to write beyond the (happy) endings of Austen's novels (a slightly more slippery positioning belongs to An Unequal Marriage, which needs to be
